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Introduction 
Ceramics mostly used in orthopaedics are alumina 
(Al 2O3) and zirconia (ZrO2), the rate of fracture 
bioceramics hip prostheses being around 0.01% [1]. 
Some in vivo fractures have been reported and some 
of them have occurred in overweight patients [2]. 
One may suggest that prostheses may fail because 
of important repeated mechanical shocks. 
Moreover, the microseparation between the head 
and cup that may occur in vivo [3,4] seems to be 
another key parameter influencing the lifetime of 
the prostheses. Only few walking hip simulators 
have been modified to take into account this 
phenomenon and it has been shown that 
microseparation increases the wear and creates the 
so-called wear bands that have been observed in 
vivo on ceramic heads [5,6]. The main goal of this 
work was to use a specially designed shock 
machine to test bioceramics heads and cups under 
microseparation. 
 

Materials and methods 
Three types of head-cup couples were tested in this 
study, four in zirconia-zirconia, four in type 1 
alumina-alumina and three in type 2 alumina-
alumina, all of them following the ISO standards 
13356 for zirconia and 6474-1 for alumina. 
The shock machine used has been specifically 
designed and its ability of ruining prostheses by 
testing them under microseparation has already 
been demonstrated [7]. The orientation of the heads 
and cups was of 45° in the frontal plane and the 
impact force was applied vertically in 11 ms, 
whereas the shock frequency was set to 2 Hz. 
All the tests were carried out under dry condition, 
with a 1.3 mm microseparation and forces ranging 
from 1 to 9 kN. If after a million shocks none of the 
elements were broken, the test would be carried on 
with a force of 9 kN until the ruin of one of the 
elements or until reaching 105 shocks. 
The worn areas and the fractures surfaces obtained 
have been observed using Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM, JEOL 840 JSM). In addition, X 
Ray Diffraction apparatus (Siemens and specific 
detector [8]) was used to detect phase 
transformation on the zirconia heads. 

 

Results 
For all the prostheses tested, the cup has always 
been the element that broke first. The lifetimes 
obtained were very scattered (Table 1) and the four 
zirconia cups all broke in their superior region, 
whereas all the alumina cups broke in their inferior 
region. Some intragranular fractures have been 
observed for alumina, whereas only intergranular 
fractures have been observed in zirconia. 
 
Table 1. Experimental parameters and lifetimes 
(number of shocks) obtained for zirconia and 
alumina cups. 

 

 
 
Two wear bands have been observed on all the 
heads and cups tested, one in the superior part and 
another one in the inferior part (Fig. 1.a). 
Regardless of the bioceramics considered, the 
topography of the wear bands consists of a 
succession of highly worn areas and less worn ones, 
looking like wear “waves” (Fig. 1.b). Moreover, 
grains pull out sites have been observed near the 
wear bands and on the rim of the cup, where the 
impact took place. 
Concerning zirconia, two types of debris have been 
found, some micrometrics ones, constituted of few 
grains, and some larger ones, up to few tens of 
micrometers. Concerning alumina, the same types 
of debris have been found, except that the larger 
ones look like plates. 
DRX measures have shown the presence of 
monoclinic phase located in the wear band of 
zirconia heads, whereas mainly tetragonal phase 
has been detected everywhere else on the heads. 
 



 
 
Figure 1: (a) Wear bands on the superior parts of a 
broken zirconia prosthesis (perimeters tainted in 
black for visualization). (b) SEM images of wear 
“waves” constituting the wear bands of the heads. 
 

Discussion 
The locations of the wear bands on the head and on 
the rim of the cup are similar to the ones found in 
previous in vitro and in vivo studies [5,6,8]. 
Moreover, these results demonstrated that wear 
bands may only be consequences of 
microseparation, shocks and eventually small 
sliding between the head and the cup. Indeed, in 
opposition with these previous studies, only the 
vertical force has been applied, and not the 
complete gait cycle, involving large rotations of the 
head in the cup. 
Wear debris volume was more significant for 
zirconia than for alumina. As these debris may act 
as a third body and dissipate a part of the 
mechanical energy, reducing the number of surface 
microcrackings, this may explain the apparent 
slightly superior lifetimes of the zirconia cups with 
respect to the alumina ones. Wear can therefore 
enhance the shock resistance of prostheses, even if 
too much wear debris in vivo may also cause 
inflammatory reactions and lead to bone resorption 
[9]. 
It is believed [10] that, during the impact phase, 
isolated or aggregated grains are pulled out from 
the contact surfaces. Then, during potential rebonds 
of the head in the cup, debris are trapped between 
these two elements and may be accumulated in the 
surface flaws, leading to the wear “waves” 
observed, or act as a third body to dissipate energy. 
Surface flaws created in the wear band may become 
a preferential site where the fracture initiates and 
starts to propagate. 
Concerning zirconia cups, the fractures all seem to 
have started on the side of the cup, near the rim. For 
the alumina cups, the precise locations of the 
initiation were more difficult to determine for sure, 
due to the presence of several fracture parts. 
The different lifetimes obtained for the two types of 
alumina can be explained by the differences of 
microstructures. Observing fracture surfaces, it has 
been found that grains sizes are more 
inhomogeneous for alumina 1 than for alumina 2. 
Moreover, alumina 1 exhibited more intergranular 
porosities. These observations are consistent with 

the known fact that microstructures greatly 
influence the toughness of ceramics. 
Finally, one may suggest that mechanisms 
concerning zirconia and alumina failures are rather 
different under shock damages, according to the 
findings of this study. Figure 2 presents these two 
mechanisms. Microseparation and shocks induce a 
grains pull out phenomena for zirconia. Under 
repeated shocks, grains are compacted to build a 
third body acting as a compressive layer to dissipate 
mechanical energy. Concerning alumina, 
microseparation and shocks induce crack 
propagation in the bulk material. When two cracks 
merge, under the surface of the material, it creates 
plates, constituted of few tens of grains. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Fracture mechanisms under shocks 
degradations for zirconia (a) and alumina (b). 
 

Conclusion 
With the use of a novel shock machine and the 
introduction of microseparation between the head 
and the cup, wear bands appeared after only few 
thousands cycles, leading to the fracture of the 
cups. It has been hypothesized that the surface 
flaws created inside the wear bands may be 
considered as potential initiation points of the 
fracture. Moreover, two different wear mechanisms, 
plates for alumina and grains for zirconia have been 
proposed and need confirmation in future works. 
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